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Get the number one release in One-Hour Computers & Technology Short Reads now. You
deserve it.You’ve protected your loved ones. Now it’s time to protect your data. You know the
dangers of Coronavirus for you and your family, but do you know the threats the virus places on
cybersecurity?Keep reading to find out how to protect cybersecurity now…As the global
pandemic gains a foothold in places large and small, smart consumers and businesses are
feeling the strain and the stress, but as the world reacts to the growing threat, do your part to
protect cybersecurity in the age of this global pandemic.The Coronavirus Cybersecurity Survival
Guide aims to help individuals and families arm themselves with proactive measures to ensure
their personal, professional, and sensitive financial information is secure.Inside, you’ll learn:How
to spot suspicious links and emailsHow to recognize malicious files before they corrupt your
data or computer systemHow to keep your business files secure from bad actors and hackersTo
shore up your cybersecurity defensesAnd so much more!Even if you think you know everything
you need to know to keep your information protected and out of the wrong hands, technology
and malicious schemes change rapidly. Do yourself a favor and give your family peace of mind,
knowing that you have done your absolute best to keep your most sensitive information out of
the wrong hands.Click Add to Cart to buy your copy today!
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NoteIntroductionCoronavirus pneumonia (COVID-19) has gripped the world scene. At the time
of this writing, most major countries have confirmed cases, and many deaths have been
recorded.Criminal hackers and underground networks have taken advantage of this situation to
profit off vulnerable citizens and infrastructure systems. By shifting to teleworking and work-from-
home business models, companies have inadvertently created a wider attack surface for cyber
threat actors (CTA). IT departments at hospitals and other sectors are staying vigilant because
at the most basic level, malware and hacking tools have also become more easily available,
allowing those without a coding background to understand and use them.Coronavirus scams
are on the rise. These include many of the same scams cybersecurity professionals have seen
before. They may seem new, but they are in fact the same. The main difference is that they are
corona-themed. This includes a wide range of schemes such as phishing, ransomware, and fake
advertisements. Governments, businesses, and individuals need to figure out ways to stay
safe.Due to this storm, you are a target. You have a lot of valuable information that hackers seek.
Protect it, safeguard it, and find ways to bolster your security.In this book, I will give you dozens
of ways to protect your Internet network and devices. This book covers topics such as email,
passwords, and software security. It may seem too general, but all of these tips are excellent at
defending against corona-themed scams/exploits/attacks. In fact, whether for COVID-19 or
another emergency, these suggestions reinforce good security practices and habits.You can
choose to implement any number of these tips or at least understand the reasoning behind
them. These suggestions focus on practicality and things you can do right now.This is a general
guide meant to capture the essence of what you need. Pursue further research if you must. The
responsibility lies on your shoulders.And finally, stay safe out there. Be well and take care.1.
Adopt Strong Passwords, Part IWhy it’s important: Weak usernames and passwords are often
one of the best ways for hackers to get into vulnerable accounts. You wouldn’t believe how many
people use “1234” or “111111” as their password. These weak passwords can be guessed or
brute-forced (systematically guessed via computers).What can you do? Think of establishing
your own system for creating new passwords. Throw in special characters, numbers, and case
sensitive letters to add complexity to your account. In addition, try to not use the same
passwords more than once. That way if one account is breached, the others won’t be comprised
as well.Common Passwords:bitemeqwertypassword111111sparkyaccessyellow12345678abc12
31234567computerpassword1sexy12345Cheese2. Adopt Strong Passwords, Part IIWhy it’s
important: I cannot stress enough the importance of strong passwords. Many accounts have
already been compromised, perhaps even yours. Many large-scale breaches have occurred and
compromised. Companies like Target, Yahoo, and Marriott have been the victim of hackers.
Don’t be surprised if your favorite company has suffered a cyber attack.What can you do?
Become familiar with the term “pwned” when it comes to cybersecurity and passwords. It means
that those passwords have been compromised. Consider going to the website https://



haveibeenpwned.com/Passwords and see if your email address has breached.3. Analyze
Privacy PoliciesWhy it’s important: Websites are constantly changing the ways they collect and
store your data. With the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other legal
frameworks, many companies have had to update the way their collect your data. Websites will
examine your data to identify trends and predict user behavior.
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Book Snob, “WorkingFrom Home? IT Department Offsite and Unavailable? Don't Become a
COV19 Victim. Spear Phishing is a type of phishing that targets a specific person and email
account. In this situation, the hacker knows all about the would-be victim. Hackers have also
created fake coronavirus maps and graphics to harvest information from you. Be careful! If you
do not know about these two potential attacks (and I confess, I did not), then you may be
vulnerable to a COV19 cyberattack. This book WILL NOT prevent you from catching the virus. It
WILL help educate you on how to increase your work-from-home office security. To be honest,
we should all be doing what is advised in this book already, but now that so many are separated,
it's a great time to read up and beef up our security practices. Don't become a COV19 Victim
and infect others because you failed to secure your digital office. This book is well worth the
price.I did find one typo. If the author reads the reviews the line:I cannot stress this enough. Your
information is worth a lot of month.should be:I cannot stress this enough. Your information is
worth a lot of money.”

William N. Weiss, “A Worthwhile Guide For Those Using The Internet. I found the information in
this book to be valuable and worthwhile. The organization and structure of the book is in a "list"
type format and not in a Chapter-Subchapter format. This can make technical reading
cumbersome and laborious, however the reader knows before they even open the cover that this
book is a guide - not a story. There is valuable information for those who use the Internet in this
guide.”

Reader, “Not just for COVID 19. It's so nice to know as the world battles this epidemic that there
are people out there willing to leverage it to steal some money. But it's true, from malware
infused corona maps to email scams and fake charities. This book points out some of the ways
you can get scammed during Corona, but also for life in general after our return from this
madness.”

Anthony, “Solid quick-guide refresher on good opsec. You could remove "coronavirus" from the
title, and this would be applicable to anyone working from home. Covers both infiltration and
social engineering defense.If you buy this book, do yourself a favor and actually follow the
guidance! Most "hacks" are traced back to human error (or negligence)”

L.R. Kerr, “great primer on cyber security. Although the book addresses Coronavirus
Cybersecurity, it's also a step by step checklist on how to protect yourself from internet-based
threats. it is a complete how-to guide walking you through the various threats including the cyber
threats posed by the  Coronavirus.”

Nicole S., “Extremely helpful. The information presented in this book is vital for everyone who



owns a computer or spends any time online. Save yourself from being the victim of fraud and
give it a read.”

J. S. Mason, “Timely and important. This book is timely and important. Some tips were obvious
but many were not. It is a guide that should be read by every computer user to avoid being
scammed, whether during this crisis or after.”

The book by Levi West has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 12 people have provided feedback.
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